
1- ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 1.1 To be allowed to enter the Camping-Caravan site, it must be authorized by the head 

of the reception office (or by the manager). 1.2 Staying in the field implies acceptance of the provisions of this Regulation 

and the undertaking to comply with it. 1.3 Any offense may result in the expulsion of its author with the use of the police if 

the offense is criminal. 2- CLOSURE PERIOD Each year, the ground is closed during part of the winter period.  3- POLICE 

FORMALITY Any person having to stay at least one night in the camp must first present to the head of the reception office 

his ID and fulfill the formalities required. 4- INSTALLATION 4.1 The tent or caravan and all equipment must be installed at 

the location indicated by the manager. 4.2 On every site, any construction (annexes, terraces, rigid awnings, verandahs, 

garden sheds, ...) and all fixed installations of any nature and in any material whatsoever are prohibited. 5.1 The fees are paid 

at the reception desk. Their amount is fixed according to the rates posted. They are due according to the number of nights 

spent on the ground. 5.2 Camp users are invited to inform the reception office of their departure the day before. 6- OFFICE 

6.1 Variable opening hours according to the season are posted at the reception and recalled by sign at the entrance of the 

field. 6.2 At the reception desk you will find all information about the camp services, information on the possibilities of 

refueling, sports facilities, tourist attractions and various useful addresses. 7- SILENCE 7.1 Users are urged to avoid any 

noises and discussions that might disturb their neighbors. 7.2 Sound devices must be adjusted accordingly. 7.3 Door and 

chest closures shall be as discreet as possible. 7.4 The silence must be total between 22h and 7h. 8- CHILDREN The 

supervision of minor children must be ensured by their parents, the latter being civilly responsible for the actions of these 

children. 9- VISITORS 9.1 In the event of a visit to the camping-caravanning, the residents must inform the reception office 

of the names of their visitors. 9.2 During the period of paid access to the Base, the visitors of the Camping-Caravanning 

residents must pay the entrance fee. 9.3 From 19h, visitors are considered as campers and must pay the fee.10- ANIMALS 

10.1 Dogs and other animals must never be left free. They should not be left in the camp, even locked up in the absence of 

their masters who are responsible. Dogs are not allowed in the bathing areas. 10.2 A valid anti-rabies vaccination certificate 

must be presented upon arrival at the campsite (Decree 91-823 of 28/08/91 and Ministerial Decree of 22/01/85). 11- 

TRAFFIC AND PARKING OF VEHICLES 11.1 Inside the camp, vehicles must drive at a speed limit of 10 km / h on the 

access roads only. 11.2 Between 00h30 and 7h, traffic is prohibited outside the access roads to Camping Caravaning.and 

rentals11.3 Only those vehicles belonging to the campers staying in the camp may circulate in the camp. Parking is strictly 

prohibited on the sites usually occupied by the RV parks and must not, in addition, impede traffic or prevent the installation 

of newcomers. 12- RESPECT FOR THE INSTALLATIONS 12.1 It is forbidden to throw sewage on the ground or in the 

gutters and to evacuate them in the ground by any device realized by the camper. The caravanners must empty their waste 

water in the facilities provided for this purpose. 12.2 Water connections are prohibited for campers on sites with no 

individual water supply. 12.3 Household garbage, waste of any kind and papers must be placed in black 50ltr sacks and 

placed in garbage cans provided. 12.4 clothes drying should never be done from trees. 12.6 Plantations and floral decorations 

must be respected. The camper is forbidden to plant nails in the trees, to cut branches and to plant.  

12.7 It is also forbidden to delimit the location of an installation by personal means or to dig the ground. 12.8 Any damage 
to vegetation, fences, ground or camp facilities will be the responsibility of the author. 12.9 At the beginning, the campers 
will have to leave the ground in perfect state of cleanliness, to cover the stains of oil coming from the vehicles, to fill up the 
channels and the holes and to make disappear all traces of their stay. 13- CONDUCT AND BEHAVIOR 13.1 Proper and 
decent dress is required. Everyone is required to refrain from any action that could affect the cleanliness, hygiene and 
appearance of the camp. 13.2 Any political or ideological propaganda of any kind is strictly prohibited in the Camping-
Caravanning and the Base. Offenders will be expelled immediately. 13.3 No commercial advertising or sale of objects is 
allowed within the grounds of the Camping-Caravanning and the Base. 
13.4 Every sick person is required to present to the person in charge of the camp a medical certificate guaranteeing that 
there is no risk of contagion. 14- SAFETY 14.1 Open fires and other fireplaces are strictly prohibited. Stoves must be kept in 
good working order. 14.2 Fire extinguishers are available to all. In case of fire, immediately notify the Management. 14.3 A 
first aid kit is available at the reception desk. 14.4 Management is responsible only for objects deposited in the office. The 
presence in the camp of a suspect person must be reported as soon as possible to the reception desk. 14.5 Although 
guarding is ensured, camp users are advised to take the usual precautions for safeguarding their equipment. 14.6 The 
equipment used shall not present any danger to other campers. In particular, the connection to the electrical outlet must 
be made using a cable that meets the safety standards in force and that makes it possible to respect the separation limits 
so that no cables pass through neighboring locations. 15- GAMES No violent or troublesome games can be organized near 
the facilities. 16- MATERIAL 16.1 No caravan, tent or any material not occupied can be left on the ground without the 
agreement of the Direction. 16.2 Shelters and other equipment obviously abandoned by the campers upon their departure 
will be removed from the sites by the services of the Base. 17 - CAMP CHIEF 17.1 He is responsible for the order and the 
good keeping of the camp. It has the duty to punish serious breaches of the rules and, if necessary, to expel their authors. 
17.2 A registry specifically designed to receive complaints is available to users. Claims will only be considered if they are 
signed, dated, as accurate as possible and relate to recent facts. 18.2 In the same way, outside of public opening hours, 
Camping Caravanning residents will have to present their invoices to the Guardians of the Base. In the interest of all, 
campers are required to comply with the requirements of this by-law. 

 


